BCIT Undergraduate Pathway

Information for January 2020 School Year

(Per Diane MacLeod, UVic Practica Coordinator, March. 2019 based on information provided by Kathy Kennedy, BCIT and subject to change by BCIT or UVic School of Nursing)

NSSC 7150 – Dysrhythmia Interpretation and Management
(2 BCIT credits / 0 UVic credits)

• The course is held in August (August 20, 21, 22 & 23, 2019 -9am – 5pm), over 4 full days on UVic Campus
• Class days are 0900-1700 hours; format very condensed. Attendance is mandatory
• You will complete your midterm exam and assignments during class time, arrangements for final exam NSCC 7150 will be for after the course
• Must achieve a minimum 75% on each evaluative component and overall to progress in program

NSSC 7110 – Emergency Nursing Theory 1
(4 BCIT credits / 1.5 UVic credits)

• September 2019 – December 2019
• 12 week distance course – online delivery
• This course is a significant amount of work and includes active engagement on the D2L platform with frequent posting that accounts for a significant portion of the overall mark. Additionally, there is a paper around midterm and a final evaluation
• Must achieve a minimum 75% on each evaluative component and overall to progress in program

Final CPE Placement – Emergency

• January – beginning of April 2020: Placements coordinated per UVic undergraduate policy
• CPE is supervised by UVic undergraduate instructors – general graduation competencies
• BCIT faculty work with students on the emergency nursing clinical 1 competencies
  o Requires 2 case presentations to BCIT Faculty
  o Requires completion of the BCIT evaluation tool at midterm and final evaluations
• BCIT faculty work in a consultative role with UVic undergraduate instructors and preceptors

Note: Students may be eligible to PLAR NSER 7300 (BCIT Emergency Clinical 1) in the future (following one year of clinical practice following graduation) if they demonstrate current practice utilizing emergency nursing theory and progression in the BCIT Emergency Nursing theory courses.

Students should also note that completion of this pathway does not guarantee employment following graduation.